
Ki Smith Gallery, located in Manhattan’s East Village, announces 
the opening of American artist Alana Dee Haynes’ solo exhibition, 
Thread or Thread, which holds residence from May 14 through June 
20. 

Presented as abstracted stories on recognizable symbols with his-
toric undertones, the exhibition’s highlights include 19 x 13 inch 
works that showcase complex patterns overlaid on photo print and 
paper. The artist uses ink and watercolor, with a meditative process 
of repetitive mark-making over the forms of found objects and im-
ages. The most predominant and recurring motifs are knots, which 
simultaneously symbolize security and tension. The show, aptly titled 
Thread or Thread, is indicative of the knots and the fact that the illus-
trations are threaded through the figures. 

Artist Alana Dee Haynes said: “I’m inspired by nature and similarities in shapes, how things form and fit together on a cellular 
level. People, faces, and bodies, and the way they are connected to nature are important themes in my work. Humans often try to 
remove themselves from nature by showing faces and bodies in a non-natural way. When I look at an image, a lot of the time my 
work feels intuitively inside. Drawing on images is an easy way to show how things are connected. By bringing it to the surface, it 
is my way of acknowledging how we are part of nature.”

Curated in the format of a junk yard sale, Thread or Thread bastardizes the old masters by breaking down iconic Greek and 
Roman statues. The work, which indirectly represents the artist’s relationship with religion, presents an appreciation and an alter-
native perspective to religious objects. By growing up without a strong connection to religion, Haynes learned these objects with 
no preconceptions and created her own stories about them.  

Haynes continued, “I’m excited to share my solo show with New York. This work is the culmination of the entire pandemic. I’ve 
felt a return to my early work by drawing on paper and retreating into myself due to the absence of communal feedback. We’ve 
all been disconnected for so long that I want people viewing my show to be affected visually, and feel like they’re in on my expe-
rience. If the viewer finds a connection through my work, then it merely adds to the emotional and meditative narrative layered 
into the pieces.”

Thread or Thread follows Australian-American artist Charlie Hudson’s first solo exhibition at Ki Smith Gallery, Points of Distraction, 
which was on display from March 31 - May 9.

Ki Smith Gallery opened its East Village location in 2020 after a two year stint in Harlem. Join Ki Smith Gallery for the opening 
reception of Thread or Thread on Friday, May 14th from 4:00-8:00 p.m, no appointment necessary. For more information on Ki 
Smith Gallery, please visit: https://www.kismithgallery.com/
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Ki Smith Gallery operates beyond the realm of standard industry 
practice. The young artists we represent are a small, carefully-se-
lected group, all of whom have distinct methods of expression and 
thought.

 
What interests us most about our artists is their constant creation of 
new artistic forms: they do not simply paint or sculpt or photograph. 
They find unexplored ways to communicate their ideas: recycled 
papermaking, pouring polyurethane, using shadow to reveal color, 
making the functional object nonfunctional, or mining the world’s riv-
er of unwanted garments. Their moments of inspiration mark the 
beginning of our work at the Gallery. We immerse ourselves in each 
exhibition from conception to execution, using the gallery space to 

fully manifest the artist’s visual language. The Gallery aims to move away from recent practices that foundationalize the viewer in 
screen-only interactions with art, stressing the importance of experiencing art with all of the senses reality provides.
 
Ki Smith Gallery prioritizes the organic growth of our artists without market-driven manipulation by working closely with our collec-
tors to help them create collections with object-centered histories. They not only understand the intentions of the artist, but also 
consider their own personal and emotional connections to the work. 
 
We take the larger trends and conversations of other galleries and auction houses into consideration, but our group of peers—our 
artists, patrons, friends, and scholars—are compelled by an unquantifiably deep love of and respect for art. We want to find new, 
imaginative means of communicating it and sharing it.

Alana Dee Haynes is an American artist who lives and works in New 
York City. In a meditative process of repetitive mark-making, Haynes 
overlays complex patterns and latticework over the forms of found 
objects and images. This method of obfuscation acts as a highlight-
er, illuminating moments in each painting and sculpture that give the 
viewer a glimpse into Haynes’ world, only to again dissolve into her 
fields of linework and motif. Through her deliberate layering and bold 
combination of techniques, each work becomes an archaeological 
record of the artist’s creative experience.
 
Haynes studied photography at the Fashion Institute of Technology. 
As a member of Apostrophe NYC’s Base 12 Project, her work has 
been exhibited at the Whitney Museum of American Art, MoMA PS1, 

Coney Island’s Luna Park, Mana Contemporary, and the MTA’s Kosciuszko Street J train station. She currently shows with Ki 
Smith Gallery and has works in several prominent private and public collections.
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